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(K. Hoffmann) 
Keeper of the shadow room
Spent my night inside your gloom
Paying you attention
Cut my hair off in the rain
Took my woman down again
Without even thinking
You know that life
Doesn't have to be so painful 

Chorus:
Do you see the light
Come shining through?
Do you hear the whispers?
They've been calling out to you
'Cause nobody hurts
Like you try to
Just see the light...
Shining 
The future plays a dangerous game
Tempts a man to go insane
Lost in mind's illusion
Keep your power, keep your grace
Spend it in a worthy place
Where it will come back to you
Under the night
There's a star that's trying to send a sign 

Chorus: 
Bridge:

There'll be nights of broken hearts
And fallen promises
Even tragedy and sorrow
Will always have a place
But if you choose to find
The light that forms the shadow
You'll be looking at the sky
And crying a rainbow

Chorus:
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Do you see the light
Come shining through?
Do you hear the whispers?
They've been calling out to you
'Cause nobody hurts
Like you try to
No nobody hurts
Like you try to
Into the doorway
Wrapped in gold
A welcoming
To a place of old
It's always inside you
You just have to know
To see the light
See the light
Shining
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